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Abstract
In this essay the origin of double craters on the planetary bodies in our solar system shall be
investigated. Are the craters a result of impacts or endogenous processes? Statistical comparisons
of craters in the solar system lead to astounding conclusions and uncover links to old insights,
which indicate that the formation of planetary surfaces is geologically and timely very different
than generally accepted.
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Double craters as the result of gas eruptive processes
In many discussions about volcanic activity, such as Vulkanismus by Schmincke (2000), the
process of crater formation is described as the result of gases in the Earth’s crust. To be precise,
it is believed that overheated gases force their way through the crust to the surface and pull rock,
magma, or mud with them. Due to the loss of mass in the crust, either intrusion basins, also
called caldera, form, or the forceful eruption of gas leaves endogenous craters on the surface.
These craters are always caused by the collapse or breaking of and in Earth’s crust. The weak
spots in the crust are often subject to subsequent outbreaks after eruptive material has
accumulated once more. However, since the surface material is already disrupted by the first
eruption, the second outbreak is usually not as strong as the previous. Interestingly, the second
eruption does not occur anywhere on or in the first crater, but mainly at two vulnerable spots,
namely the diatreme, the central point of the first crater, and around the edge of the existing
crater. The reasons for this are easy to understand: In a caldera eruptive gases have easy access to
the surface at the boundary between the intact and collapsed areas of the crust. Usually, these
gases are left over gases that were trapped under the surface during the collapse of the caldera,
and then escape at the edges of the crater (Schmincke, 2000). Smaller gas bubbles that did not
have the necessary strength to break through to the surface use the resulting vulnerable spots
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around the edge of the crater to escape and create smaller craters. In addition, residual gases can
use the same path of gas created during the first eruption and form smaller craters in the middle
of, or at the edge of the existing crater.
The process of crater, double crater, and multiple crater formation can take from minutes to
weeks, and even longer periods of time. However, there could also be a timely relation between
the events, or it could be a unique, one-time process that cannot be repeated.
Figure 1

A typical double crater from the Moon with river and island formation (Light, 1999)
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Terrestrial examples
Clear endogenous examples of double crater formations are found at Mount St. Helens in the
Unites States of America, Vesuvius in Italy, and the Alban Hills southeast of Rome. Each of
these central craters is approximately 20km in diameter.
Figure 2 and 3

The Alban Hills close to Rome, Italy with Lake Albano and Lake Nemi
(Schulatlas, 1967 & Google Earth, 2001)
Figure 4: A simplified view of the Alban Hills crater in Italy

The craters at the edge of the
Alban Hills are filled with water.
This crater is the perfect example
of a double crater with an edge
and central crater formation.

Surely, planet Earth can provide more examples of double and multiple craters. Over the
course of thousands of years, Sicily’s volcano Etna has been covered with approximately 300
endogenous craters. Apparently, most volcanic eruptions are connected to crater formations.
When Mt. St. Helens erupted in 1980, the first eruption blew away the top of the mountain. A
crater was created. Numerous smaller eruptions produced a second crater on the diatreme in the
middle of the first large crater. After several more eruptions, the second crater is located on a
small cone. Nevertheless, the volcano is considered a double crater.
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The same applies to the Vesuvius. The Somma Mountains form the edge of the first crate,
while Vesuvius itself forms the central mountain with a central crater (von Bülow, 1969).
The Alban Hills near Rome show the typical margin craters that are usually smaller than the
central crater and are located on its edge. There are more than five such boundary craters on the
central crater. Hence, the double crater turns into a multiple crater.
Figure
5

This is a particularly beautiful example of a double crater. (Schmincke, 2000)
Figure 5 displays floating tree trunks in the left upper hand corner, which have been broken
off by the enormous force of the explosion of Mt. St. Helens. The four large craters in the middle
of the photograph are typical double crater. Particularly concise –even without the perspective
equalization- is the crater to the far right, a triple crater, and a small crater to the immediate right
of the center of the image, a double crater. There are approximately 45 craters to detect, all of
which were created within a few hours of the volcano’s eruption.
This is the perfect opportunity to illuminate the previous statements about the formation of
endogenous craters and its connection to double craters statistically.
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Figure 6
Location of floating
tree trunks

Once the photographic image of Mt. St. Helens’ double and triple craters is simplified, the
picture resembles a Swiss cheese. Endogenous craters (or what we assume to be craters) are
white. Craters with boundary craters are green, and crater with central craters are yellow/blue.
Hence, every crater on the image is color coded. Of special interest is the ratio of endogenous
craters to double craters. (Endogenous in this particular circumstance strictly means “created
from within, not created by external forces” (Das Moderne Lexikon, n.d., p.235))
The 45 craters were formed by a single steam explosion in a 30 to 40 m thick layer of hot
volcanic ash, rock, and glacial ice. Therefore, the craters are undoubtedly of endogenous origin.
The driving force of the explosion was the trapped, melting, and vaporizing glacial ice in the
layer of volcanic ash. Consequently, the craters are steam explosion craters. (Schmincke, 2000)
Certainly, Mt. St. Helens represents an exception. Nevertheless, it is an exception that explains
and includes the basic principles of the formation of endogenous craters. This is very important
and also very special. The main characteristics are thus clear and are not superimposed or
destroyed by continuous endogenous events (Schmincke, 2000). It should be noted that the
craters filled up with water and sediment following the eruption of the volcano.
The first crater can - but does not need to have a boundary or central crater. A certain
percentage of the endogenous craters, however, do have a smaller crater and, therefore, are
double craters. The fact that second endogenous craters can form away from the center of the
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main crater or close to its edge shall not be included in this assessment, in order to clearly
distinguish between endogenous and impact craters. Furthermore, the following features only
apply to endogenous or steam explosion craters:
The always smaller second crater is always located in the center of the first larger crater.
The smaller boundary crater lies exactly on the edge of the first larger crater.
The smaller crater is no larger than 80% of the size of the first crater.
The evaluation of the image with the 45 craters of Mt. St. Helens reveals that in a worst case
scenario, 27% of the craters are double craters with boundary craters and 9% are double craters
with central craters. Hence, 36% of the craters are endogenous double craters that adhere to the
necessary characteristics. (It should be noted that the general tolerance width for endogenous
craters is unknown, but it probably varies with local conditions.)
Of all endogenous craters on the image, approximately 64% are single craters and
approximately 36% are true endogenous double craters. Consequently, every third crater is an
endogenous double crater.
Planetary examples
Craters can be found on every planet and moon with a solid surface. It is the purpose of this
essay to examine what percentage of craters are typical endogenous craters. Surely, planets and
moons with volcanic activity have a great number of endogenous craters, for example, Mars with
its Olympus Mons. But what about other non-volcanic bodies in our solar system?
True endogenous craters are only to be distinguished from impact craters with the already
noted characteristics. Impact craters are very unlikely to fit the criteria. The chance of a crater to
be hit exactly in its center or exactly on its boundary to form a double crater that resembles a true
endogenous crater is rather slim.
A series of tests with rain drops on a semi-solid surface shows that less than 1% of random
impact craters are endogenous double craters.
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Figure 7

Image of random rain drops on a semi-solid surface.
It should be possible to replicate the results of random impact tests mathematically. To get
statistically relevant data, about whether and to what percentages double craters exist on
planetary bodies, several images have been evaluated. (Information on comparative double crater
counting in the literature is not yet known by the author.)
The following images were used to collect statistical data about double craters. Only clearly
visible craters were selected for the statistics.
1 image of Miranda with approximately 20 craters
1 image of Ganymede with approximately 40 craters
1 image of Eros with approximately 40 caters
7 images of Mars with approximately 700 craters
1 image of the Moon with approximately 300 craters
2 images of Mercury with approx. 125 craters and 1 image of Venus for illustrative purposes
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Figure 8

Image of Mars with a quintuple crater. The probability of a second impact crater hitting
exactly on the edge of the first crater is already very low. In this image, five impact craters must
have hit the edge of the first crater, which is close to impossible. However, boundary craters are
a trademark of endogenous craters. 11 of the 40 visible craters on this image are double craters,
which equals a ratio of 27.5%. This percentage should increase with a higher resolution of the
picture. Also note the melting mountains near the center of the image and on the lower right hand
corner.
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Figure 9

The above image of the Martian surface is part of a picture of 75 craters, 9 of which are
craters with central craters. (On this image only 3 of them are visible). 9 of 27 craters are 12%
double craters. If double craters with boundary craters are included in this ration, 22% of craters
are double crater.
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On the following image of the Moon, 27 out of 150 craters can be identified as double
craters - a ratio of 18%.
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Statistical summary
Table 1
Double crater /
boundary crater
27.27%
0%
0.05%
0.57%
1.06%

Double crater /
central crater
9.09%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Single crater

Double crater /
boundary crater
27.27%
17.14%
12%
43.33%
26.04%
27.62%
24.10%
24.73%
14%
22.86%
4.76%
18.18%
13.67%
33.33%
12.77%
32.25%

Double crater /
central crater
9.09%
5.71%
12%
4.44%
6.25%
5.71%
0%
0%
0%
5.71%
35.71%
0%
0%
4.60%
2.13%
6.25%

Single crater

63.64%
Mt. St. Helens
100%
Impact study 1
99.05%
Impact study 2
99.43%
Impact study 3
98.94%
Impact study 4
Average values of
impact studies
0.42%
0%
99.58%
Ratio comparison of craters (double, central, and single craters) of four impact studies with
the values found for Mt. St. Helens
Table 2

63.64%
Mt. St. Helens
77.14%
Mars1
76%
Mars2
52.22%
MarsD1
67.71%
MarsD2
66.67%
MarsD3
75.90%
MarsD4
75.27%
Mars5f
86%
MarsRev
71.43%
Miranda
59.52%
Ganymede
81.82%
Eros
86.33%
Moon
62.07%
Mercury1
85.11%
Mercury2
62.50%
Venus
Average values
without Mt. St.
21.72%
5.90%
72.38%
Helens
Ratio comparison of craters (double, central, and single craters) of planets and moons with the
values found for Mt. St. Helens
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The average double crater ratio of all examined bodies in the solar system is 28%.
Accordingly, about 72% of all craters are single craters. The extreme values for double craters
are 14% as minimum and 48% as maximum.
Once the determined average values are charted, the emerging picture becomes much clearer,
as can be seen in table 3.
Table 3

It should be noted that this chart does not distinguish between impact and endogenous craters
in the single crater column. However, according to the Gauss distribution curve, 80% of impact
craters are oval. A closer look at the craters on planetary bodies reveals that only about 1.08% of
single craters are oval; therefore, are definitely the result of impacts.
Double craters
Are the secondary craters of the double craters on the planets really true boundary craters?
The following tables and figures shall illustrate the locations of secondary craters on Mars,
namely on the images Mars5f, MarsRev, and MarsZentral.
Assuming for argumentative purposes that all craters are impact craters, the distribution of
secondary craters depends on the nature of the impact. If the impacting body falls apart before it
hits the surface, an uneven distribution of secondary craters around the first crater with the
majority of secondary craters in close proximity of the first crater could be expected. Impacting
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bodies that remain intact until they hit the surface, leave an even distribution of secondary
craters, as table 4 illustrates.
Table 4
0.6
0.5
0.4

expected distribution and
number of secondary impact
craters, impacting body fell
apart before impact

0.3

expected number and
distribution of secondary
craters after impact of whole
body

0.2
0.1
0
150%

100% crater's
edge

50%

center of first
crater

The following table illustrates the real distribution of double craters within the primary crater.
The diameters of concentric circles around the crater center grow in 10% increments.
Table 5
MarsRev
Mars5f
MarsZentr
Impact studies
1
0
0
2
150%
1
0
1
1
140%
0
0
3
3
130%
6
1
1
6
120%
14
0
2
9
110%
100% crater’s
45
18
10
17
edge
16
5
0
6
90%
5
1
1
6
80%
1
0
0
0
70%
4
0
0
0
60%
5
0
0
5
50%
3
1
0
1
40%
1
1
0
0
30%
0
0
0
0
20%
2
0
1
1
10%
6
0
6
1
Center of
primary crater
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Table 6

As the data shows, the distribution and number of secondary craters is in direct correlation with
the first crater, which leads to the conclusion, that both craters are the result of a common
endogenous process. The vast number of secondary craters within the boundary of the first crater
is an indicator for eruptive gas releases after the collapse of the caldera. The secondary craters in
the center of the first crater point to its diatreme. In addition, there is no significant number of
secondary craters in the vicinity of the primary crater, as table 7 shows.
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Table 7

The scientific magazine Bild der Wissenschaft (2000) featured an article by Zuber and Head
who claim that ”krustendurchschlagende, vermutete Impakte zur Maarebildung fehlen voellig
auf der Marsoberflaeche [crust penetrating, suspected impacts are missing entirely on the surface
of Mars]” (p.100). American scientists believe to have found traces of several floods, which
emerged from the crust, formed oceans on Mars and destroyed the craters.
But why could not the water be responsible for the collapse of the planet’s crust from its
center, after all, it has already been made responsible for the differentiation of a planet’s surface?
A similar process can be observed on Jupiter’s moon Europe, which is covered by a large, but
frozen, ocean. There are even signs for a collapse of the crust on Mars (Briggs, 1985), and a few
scientist point out that the surface features of Mars are the result of a large flood (Raeburn &
Golombek, 1999)
Could it be possible, that the formation of out planets and their surfaces occurred differently
than commonly believed?
Many facts that cannot be explained with the big-bang-theory are easily compatible with my
theory of endogenous melting processes on the planets of the solar system, for example the polar
ice on Mercury, and the lack of volcanic activity on Venus.
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Evaluation and discussion
In today’s literature, most craters are defined as impact craters, because of the presence of
broken and/or shocked rock, melted glass marbles, and nano diamonds. Furthermore, ballistic
high speed tests and the modification of quartz under high pressure can be used to prove that
craters are indeed formed through an impact. However, these facts can also be interpreted
differently.
So is the presence of broken rock a normal occurrence during volcanic eruption; it is not
necessarily connected to an impact (Schmincke, 2000)
Shocked rocks form under pressures greater than 25GPa (Sterne und Weltraum, 2000) which
is equal to the pressure of a square rock with 5m long sides on one square centimeter. Hence,
large falling rock after a gas explosion can create shocked rocks. Consequently, the presence of
shocked rocks does not prove an impact either.
The presence of melted glass marbles can be an indicator for the presence of an impact crater.
Nevertheless, melted glass marbles are also found in the Libyan Desert in the complete absence
of any craters and in volcanic ash in the Senftenberger Revier in Germany. Probes from the
meteorite crater in the Steinheimer Becken contained less glass marbles than probes from areas
of intense lignite mining. While these probes do not prove anything, one should refrain from the
assumption that the melted glass marbles are proof for an impact crater.
Ballistic tests may show the impact aftermath of a ballistic device on a hard surface. But how
can a bullet the size of a few millimeters compare to an asteroid? In addition, the term “high
speed” can be confusing, as not all impacts in space happen at high speeds. Small planets and
planetoid belts, for example, do not exert strong gravitational force fields; therefore, the collision
of asteroids and small planets would not even be forceful enough to vaporize water. Resulting
impact craters would resemble piles of rubble or the asteroid would simply get stuck in the
planet’s surface (Schmincke, 2000). In addition, the probability of impacts to occur at exact 90
degree angles (which would result in circular impact craters) is slim. Most impact craters are
oval. But generally, NASA images show a majority of round craters on planets and moons.
Pictures of Eros, for example, lack oval craters, piles of debris, and asteroids that are embedded
in the surface. Hence, in the absence of true impact craters, ballistic high speed testing, though
interesting, is an inadequate tool to prove any impact theory.
The high pressure polymorphs of quartz coesite and stishovite transform back into quartz
under normal pressure and temperatures of 1200 and 400 degrees Celsius. It is difficult to see
how the high pressures of 35000 / 120000 bar combined with temperatures falling below the
point of decomposition occurred during an impact. Gay-Lussac’s first and second physical laws
disprove this. Since coesite and stishovite are present in craters, different formation possibilities,
for example, electromagnetic theories, ought to be considered.
Nano diamonds form when carbon is stimulated and turns into plasma before cooling down
and turning into a diamond. Surprisingly, the force of a lightning strike unleashes enough
electromagnetic energy to turn carbon into a diamond.
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While broken and shocked rock, melted glass marbles or even nano diamonds and forms of
quartz can be the results of an impact, their presence in a crater is not sufficient proof of such an
impact, as endogenous and natural processes can also be responsible for their formation.
After reviewing the statistical data and scientific arguments introduced in this essay, one must
come to the following conclusions:
Figure 11
1. The surface structure of planetary
bodies is caused by endogenous
processes.
2. The timeline of surface formation is
rather short. Thousand or hundredthousand years are more plausible
than millions of years.
3. The commonly accepted formation
process of planetary bodies through
accretion discs stays in contrast with
the statistical data in this essay.
Saturn’s Pan, for example, collects a
layer of impact material on its
equator as can be seen on figure 11.

4. Collected statistical data point to a melting theory of formerly frozen planetary bodies.
5. The question of the formation of planets and moon is intertwined with the question of
how everything began. The big-bang theory and its long time table turn into s
philosophical question.
Possibilities to check theory
 Further statistical data about the size of cater on Planet Mars
 Evaluation of further images of planetary bodies and their surfaces
 As the melting theory collides with insights in the fields of geology and radiometry, facts
should be reviewed and tested for errors in either theory
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Image material for statistical evaluation
DLR Berlin Bildmaterial zu Gamymed, Merkur, Miranda
NASA Viking Sonde, Marsoberfläche
NASA Magellan Sonde, Venusoberfläche
NASA Clementine Sonde, Eros
Mondlandschaft, Aufnahme Verfasser
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